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Title Episode # TRT Description

Get Out! Best Of Volume 1 N/A 0:27:00
Join the Get Out! crew of Lindsay Clubline and friends for some of the most 
exciting moments on the most luxurious locations in the sun!  From South 
Africa to New Zealand, the girls` adventures continue in the seas playing with 
sharks and sunbathing on the Mexican coast.  The Best of the adventures - 

Get Out! Best Party Moments N/A 0:27:00
Best Party Moments - Follow Lindsay on the red carpet as she parties it up with 
the Get Out! girls and then reviews the shows most fun, hottest, party 
moments, at clubs, casinos, and funky bars worldwide. 

Get Out! Best Photo Shoots N/A 0:27:00
Follow Lindsay Clubine as she reviews the shows sexiest and sultriest bikini 
photo shoots with the shows hottest models, at the worlds most beautiful 
beaches. . 

Get Out! Bloopers and 
Outtakes

N/A 0:27:00
Bloopers and Outtakes - Follow Lindsay as she takes a looks back at herself 
and her friends at their zaniest and kookiest, as she reviews the shows most 
hilarious, bloops, blunders, and outtakes. 

Get Out! Most Adventurous 
Moments

N/A 0:27:00
Most Adventurous Moments - Lindsay reviews the shows most hair raising, 
scariest, and most extreme adventures on the show, from South African shark 
dives to Costa Rican bungees. 

Get Out! #101: South Beach #101 0:27:00
Travel to South Beach, Miami Florida!  Learn the best places to shop, eat and 
have a night out, South Beach style.

Get Out! #102: Las Vegas #102 0:27:00
Great look into the fun, hip scene to experience in Las Vegas.

Get Out! #103: Los Angeles  #103 0:27:00
Join host Kelley Johnson as she lives the Hollywood high life and explores the 
rest of the City of Angels.  Come along as we slip past the velvet ropes and 
into some of LA`s swankiest celebrity-packed clubs.

Get Out!: Orange County #104 0:23:34

Join host Kelley Johnson as we cruise around Newport Bay on a luxury yacht, 
catch some waves in Surf City, USA, and cheer for the pro volleyball players at 
the AVP Huntington Beach Open. Orange County nightlife will not disappoint 
either!

Get Out!: Miami #105 0:25:10

Miami - Watch as the Get Out! crew visits the new, hot Coconut Grove area of 
town, checks out the Miami Dolphin's training facility, takes to the waters, and 
visits some of their favorite haunts in Miami.

Get Out! : Houston 
Superbowl

#106 0:25:38
Join the Get Out crew as they check out the hottest superbowl parties including 
the ESPN and Sports Illustrated Soiree and take in some of the sites in and 
around Houston before the big game.

Get Out! #107: Dallas #107 0:25:34
Join Lindsay and Misty as they party it up in Big D and visit the hot and the hip 
restaurants and bars in Dallas` trendy uptown area.

Get Out! #108: Key West #108 0:25:55

Fun in the sun as the Get Out crew gets a change in latitude and a change in 
attitude.  The girls seek out the pleasures of the abundant water sports Key 
West has to offer plus parties it up on Duval Street.

Get Out! #109: Atlanta #109 0:25:27
Watch Lindsay take a stripper lesson at Cheetah, visit the Braves Museum, 
and watch as the Get Out Crew hits the hot nightclubs of the Buckhead area of 
Hotlanta

Get Out! : Houston 
Superbowl Part 2

#110 0:22:32

Join the Get Out crew as they tailgate with the fans at Superbowl XXXVIII and 
join in the pre and post parties of the biggest sports event on the planet. Also, 
Nellie gets a VIP tour of Houston super disco HUSH.

Get Out! #111: Phoenix #111 0:27:09

Lindsay gets invited to check out the Angels and Texas play at Spring Training 
as the Get Out crew hits Phoenix, takes to the mountain biking trails, and 
parties with the playmates at a Playboy party.

Get Out! #112: Cancun #112 0:26:57
Party it up as the Get Out girls hit the hottest super clubs in Cancun.  Then 
come along as Misty swims with the dolphins and the gang takes a day trip to 
the island of women, Isla Mujeres.

Get Out! #113: Yucatan 
Peninsula

#113 0:26:41
Watch as the Get Out girls play it up in Playa Del Carmen, ride horseback on 
the beach, and party at the biggest clubs in the Yucatan.
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Get Out! #114: New Orleans #114 0:23:35
See the inside workings of a Mardi Gras parade as Lindsay gets invited to join 
the fun with the crew of Orpheus and visits the sights and sound of Mardi Gras.

Get Out! #115: Jamaica #115 0:27:18

Ja`man, join the party crowd as the girls hit Hedonism III in Jamaica.Take in 
the fetish fantasy parties and toga parties, plus check out the Canopy Jungle 
tour during this raucous episode.

Get Out! #116: Bahamas #116 0:26:42

Get Out gets invited to the ultra exclusive Nygard Cay, home to fashion 
magnate Peter Nygard.  Bahamian beats, Junkanoo music and Nassau nights 
make this an episode not to be missed.

Get Out! #117: San 
Francisco

#117 0:26:40

The City by the Bay... What more romantic city could our Get Out! hostess` 
experience than San Francisco? Watch as Misty sings at a Giants Game, visits 
Chinatown, and checks out some of the hotter clubs and restaurants.  Come, 
Get Out! style in the most beautiful city in the world.

Get Out! #201: Catalina, Los 
Angeles

#201 0:24:01

Get Out! #202: Los Angeles - 
Perfect 10

#202 0:24:24

Visit the Perfect 10 Mansion in Beverly Hills with Lindsay Clubine as she gets a 
ringside seat to watch the Perfect 10 Model boxing matches.

Get Out! #203: Palm Springs #203 0:24:41

Travel to sunny Palm Springs with the Get Out! crew as they race through the 
desert dunes, learn to rock climb and repel in scenic Joshua Tree National 
Park and explore the latest hipster hotels in Palm Springs.

Get Out! #204: Las Vegas 
Extreme

#204 0:25:06

Join the Get Out! Crew as they explore the Extreme side of Las Vegas, watch 
them street luge, experience the Stratosphere rides and Party with the Playboy 
Extreme girls at the Palms hotel.

Get Out! #205: Las Vegas 
Showgirls

#205 0:23:45

Go behind the scenes with the Get Out! crew as they mingle with the strips` 
sultriest females for an inside look at Vegas Showgirls.

Get Out! #206: Lake Havasu #206 0:24:01

Soak up the sun with Lindsay and Misty as they explore Lake Havasu on 
speedboats, take to the waters on skis and party with the pros as the IJSBA 
Jet Ski World Finals. 

Get Out! #207: San Diego #207 0:24:12

Come along with the Get Out! crew as they discover the Gaslight District`s 
sizzling nightlife, conquer their fear of heights and learn to sail along the coast 
of sunny San Diego.

Get Out! #208: Cabo San 
Lucas

#208 0:24:04

Join the Get Out! crew as they experience the beaches of beautiful Cabo San 
Lucas on horseback, speed down the coast of the Pacific Ocean with Zodiac 
Raft Adventures, and mix up a famous Waborita at the Cabo Wabo Cantina. 

Get Out! #209: San Jose del 
Cabo

#209 0:26:37

Watch as the Get Out! crew learn to hang 10 in some of the best surf in 
Mexico, head out to open water as they go deep-sea fishing and party it up in 
the local club scene

Get Out! #210: Baja La Paz #210 0:23:58

Join the Get Out! crew as they speed over the exotic Baja peninsula on off-
road racers, visit the stunning beaches of the island of Espirito Santo, and 
swim with sea lions in the turquoise waters of the Sea of Cortez.

Get Out! #211: Waikiki #211 0:24:10

Grab your suntan lotion and hit the beach with Lindsay and Misty as they 
snorkel in crystal blue waters, discover Hawaii`s hidden treasures in a 
helicopter and party it up in the wild Waikiki Club scene.

Get Out! #212: North Shore #212 0:23:56

Surf`s up! Come check out the North Shore with Lindsay and Misty as they 
visit some of the world`s most famous surf destinations, swim with sharks, and 
explore the tropical Waimea Falls.

Get Out! #213: Maui #213 0:24:40

Check out the picturesque island of Maui as the Get Out! girls learn to 
windsurf, kayak along the exotic Makena coast and party it up in the local club 
scene.

Get Out! #301: Isla Morada #301 0:25:06

Catch up with the Get Out! girls in the Florida Keys as they head out to sea to 
hunt barracuda, swim with Dolphins and sail into the sunset after a day of 
snorkeling.
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Get Out! #302: Hot In Miami #302 0:23:30

Go behind the scenes with Lindsay and Misty in Miami as they get a private 
dance lesson from the sexy Miami Heat Dancers, take in a basketball game, 
get an adrenaline rush in a cigarette boat and hang out at the former Madonna 
Mansion.

Get Out! #303: Everglades #303 0:23:48

Come along with the Get Out! crew as they discover the creatures of the 
Everglades, get up close and personal with a 600lb Bengal Tiger, feed squirrel 
monkeys and brave Alligators.

Get Out! #304: Miami 
Extreme

#304 0:23:59

Join Lindsay and Misty as they conquer their fear of heights and skydive over 
Miami, model Maya Swimwear at a photo shoot and hit the hot Miami nightlife 
in style. 

Get Out! #305: Palm Beach #305 0:26:25

Soak up the sun with the Get Out! crew as they cruise the posh Palm Beach 
coastline in a 122ft yacht, learn the rules and etiquette of croquet and hang out 
at a local nightspot.

Get Out! #306: Freeport #306 0:24:01

Head to the Bahamas with the Get Out! crew as they cruise into Freeport, take 
the kayaks out for a spin around the bay, learn the finer points of archery. 

Get Out! #307: Abaco #307 0:24:22

Check out the picturesque island of Abaco as the Get Out! girls relax on the 
white sand beaches, explore Hope Town, and experience the thrill of Bone 
fishing.

Get Out! #308: Isabela #308 0:27:09

Travel to the exotic island of Puerto Rico with the Get Out! crew as they 
explore it`s beautiful coastline on horseback, discover a hidden waterfall and 
get adventurous on mountain bikes.

Get Out! #309: San Juan #309 0:25:24

Hit the white sand beaches with Lindsay and Misty as they hone their 
windsurfing skills, experience the subterranean tunnels of the Tanamá River. 

Get Out! #310: Fajardo #310 0:24:02

Join the Get Out! crew as they travel to the picturesque town of Fajardo to hike 
through the El Yunque Rainforest and party it up on a first class Catamaran.  

Get Out! #311: San Carlos #311 0:26:13

Travel with Lindsay and Misty as they head to the garden paradise of Costa 
Rica, where they explore the treetops of the rain forest, check out a live 
volcano and relax in natural hot springs.

Get Out! #312: Punta 
Quepos

#312 0:26:03

Join the Get Out! crew as they travel to the blue waters of Costa Rica for a 
misadventure sport fishing and motor off-road to discover a hidden waterfall.

Get Out! #313: San Jose, 
Costa Rica

#313 0:27:19

Hold on to your seats, as the Get Out! girls take a leap off one of the highest 
bungee bridges in the world and rappel down a 160 ft waterfall.

Get Out! #401: Rotorua, New 
Zealand

#401 0:23:56
Join Lindsey and Camille as they discover the beautiful native bush of New 
Zealand on horseback, and head off-road to get down and dirty in decked out 
dune buggies.

Get Out! #402: Selwyn 
Heights, New Zealand

#402 0:24:17

Catch up to the Get Out girls as they take to the rolling farmlands of New 
Zealand to shear a few sheep, hitch a wild ride on the Agro jet and check out 
the local craze of Zorbing.

Get Out! #403: Extreme 
Auckland

#403 0:24:29
 Watch as Lindsay and Camille turn up the adrenaline dial as they explore and 
bungee off the iconic Auckland Harbor Bridge and fearlessly jump from the 
tallest building in the southern hemisphere.

Get Out! #404: Auckland, 
New Zealand

#404 0:24:46
Travel with Lindsey and Camille as they head to the Auckland, the City of Sails 
to get up close and personal with the local stingrays, and climb aboard an 
authentic America`s Cup yacht to hone their sailing skills.

Get Out! #405: Woodhill 
Forrest, New Zealand

#405 0:26:56
Head for the hills of New Zealand with the Get Out girls as they hit the forest 
trails in search of some off-road adventure and experience the beautiful 
coastal sand dunes of Muriwai Beach.

Get Out! #406: Stradbroke 
Island, Australia

#406 0:23:48
Travel down under to the land of OZ with Lindsay and Camille as they have 
some fun in the sun, carve up the beach on sand boards and take in the 
sumptuous sights of the South Pacific. 

Get Out! #407: The Gold 
Coast, Australia

#407 0:27:12
Hit the sand and surf with Lindsay and Camille as they head down to 
Coolangatta in search of the perfect wave and experience a brilliant little scuba 
adventure just off Mariner`s Cove. 
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Get Out! #408: Cairns, 
Australia

#408 0:24:57
Join Lindsay and Camille as they take on an animal adventure in Cairns and 
get up close and personal with a pack of roos, encounter some infamous 
Aussie crocs, and cozy up to the local Koalas. 

Get Out! #409: Smithfield, 
Australia

#409 0:26:53
Watch Lindsay and Camille as they go in search of adrenaline pumping 
adventures in the Australian tropics, brave a bungee jump and skydive over 
beautiful beaches to get a bird`s eye view of the coastline. 

Get Out! #410: Dunk Island, 
Australia

#410 0:27:16
Come along with the Get Out! girls as they discover Dunk Island and its 
beautiful beaches, have some fun in the sun on a cruising catamaran and get 
wild on wakeboards. 

Get Out! #411: Great Barrier 
Reef, Australia

#411 0:25:53
Join Lindsay and Camille as they travel to the pristine Northeast coast of 
Australia to scuba one of the natural wonders of the world, the Great Barrier 
Reef. 

Get Out! #412: Northern 
Queensland, 

#412 0:25:09
Travel with the Get Out! girls to the stunning coast of Mission Beach as they 
kayak through crystal blue waters, and conquer their fear of heights as they 
parasail over the pacific. 

Get Out! #413: Port Douglas, 
Australia

#413 0:25:46
Travel with the Get Out! girls to the stunning coast of Mission Beach as they 
kayak through crystal blue waters, and conquer their fear of heights as they 

parasail over the pacific. 

Get Out! #501: Mayan Bikini 
Boot Camp

#501 0:27:00

Join Lindsey, Everlayn and Julee as they head down to the exotic Mexican 
coast to tone up with a little beach bikini aerobics, indulge in a luxurious Mayan 
clay treatment, and explore some new moves with a local tribal dance.

Get Out! #502: Punta 
Venado, Mexico

#502 0:23:47

Travel with the Get Out! crew as they head down to Punta Venado, Mexico in 
search of some off-road ATV adventures and a dip in the clear blue waters of 
the Caribbean.

Get Out! #503: Playa 
Paraiso, Mexico

#503 0:26:54

Watch as Lindsay, Everlayn and Julee check into their luxurious villa on the 
beach, go on a shopping spree in Playa del Carmen, then kick up a little drama 
at their private lobster dinner. 

Get Out! #504: Tulum, 
Mexico

#504 0:26:28

Catch up to the Get Out! girls as they go in search of some fun in the sun on 
the beautiful beaches of Tulum and check out the local night life partying at an 
exotic open air nightclub. 

Get Out! #505:  Riviera 
Maya, Mexico

#505 0:24:17

Head to the Mayan Riviera with the Get Out! girls as they enjoy a raucous ride 
in a Hobie Cat, participate in some volleyball action and soak up some rays 
poolside.

Get Out! #506: Akumal Reef, 
Mexico

#506 0:26:15

Join Lindsay, Everlayn and Julee as they take to the sea and sky for a little 
adventure with an exciting parasailing encounter, and an exhilarating diving 
excursion to famed Akumal Reef.

Get Out! #507: Belize City #507 0:27:24

Catch up with the Get Out! crew as Lindsay and Anya explore Belizian Cays, 
make friends with the locals and explore the exotic beaches while their friend 
Katie gets stuck harbor side.

Get Out! #508: Cay Caulker, 
Belize

#508 0:24:33

Come along with the Get Out! girls as they set out on a crazy kayaking 
adventure and stroll through the streets of picturesque Cay Caulker.

Get Out! #509: Goff's Cay, 
Belize

#509 0:25:32

Travel to the exotic land of Belize with Lindsay, Anya, and Katie as they take a 
boating adventure to snorkel in the turquoise waters off of Goff`s Cay and then 
relax for a reef barbeque.

Get Out! #510: Sergeant's 
Cay, Belize

#510 0:27:08

Watch as the Get Out! girls strand their comrade Anya on a deserted Belizian 
island, then party it up body shot style at a local hot spot.

Get Out! #511: Maruba Spa, 
Belize

#511 0:25:13

Travel to the tropical jungle of Belize with Lindsay, Anya and Katie as they get 
pampered at the exclusive Maruba Spa with a sensual tropical massage and 
then go primitive with an open air tribal mud treatment.
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Get Out! #512: Maskall 
Village, Belize

#512 0:25:34

Join Lindsay, Anya, and Katie as they explore the exotic jungles of Belize on 
horseback, encounter friendly spider monkeys, go alligator hunting and learn 
some ancient Mayan medicine practices.

Get Out! #513: Xel-Ha, 
Mexico

#513 0:25:17

Watch as the Get Out! girls explore the eco-friendly sanctuary of Xel-Ha in 
Mexico to take an underwater sea trek, swim through some ancient caves and 
bravely take a plunge into a crystal blue lagoon.

Get Out! #601: Camps Bay, 
South Africa

#601 0:26:08

Lindsay and Tara check into the Bay Hotel, strip down for a spa, and then hit 
the trails on Table Mountain for a wild mountain biking adventure.

Get Out! #602: Gansbaai, 
South Africa

#602 0:27:21

Lindsay and the Get Out crew travels to South Africa`s notorious coast for an 
extreme cage diving experience to get up close and personal with Great White 
Sharks.

Get Out! #603: Cape Town, 
South Africa

#603 0:24:33

The Get Out crew heads downtown to Victoria Junction and then heads to the 
beach and gets insider tips on how to catch an epic wave from the locals.

Get Out! #604: 
Melkbosstrand, South Africa

#604 0:26:01

Join Lindsay and Tara as they head for the tranquil rural setting of 
Melkbosstrand for a wild South African version of paint ball that gets their 
adrenaline pumping.

Get Out! #605: Durbanville, 
South Africa

#605 0:27:22

Catch up to the Get Out girls as they discover the lush wine lands of South 
Africa to indulge in a first-class wine tasting and then get an upfront and 
personal meeting with a Cheetah.

Get Out! #606: Ceres Karoo, 
South Africa

#606 0:24:10

Head for the hills of Ceres Karoo with the Get Out girls as they enjoy the local 
wildlife on horseback and hit mountain trails and riverbeds in search of some 
off-road adventure while coming face to face with an angry Rhino!

Get Out! #607: Aquila Safari, 
South Africa

#607 0:24:08

Lindsay, Tara and their friend Saria experience a breathtaking safari in the 
African bush and share a tense encounter with the resident lions.

Get Out! #608: Oudtshoorn, 
South Africa

#608 0:25:32

Join Lindsay, Tara and Saria as they saddle up for a ride of a lifetime with a 
flock of ostrich and then head for the hills on an amazing ATV tour through the 
African Bush.

Get Out! #609: Storms River, 
South Africa

#609 0:24:55

Tag along with Lindsay and Tara as they travel to South Africa`s only 
indigenous rainforest to monkey around above the forest floor and take in the 
unbelievable views on a zip line as they glide from tree to tree.

Get Out! #610: Knysna, 
South Africa

#610 0:26:57

On this episode of Get Out! watch as Lindsay and Tara push it over the edge 
with a thrilling repel from sandstone cliffs overlooking the sea.

Get Out! #611: Tsitsikamma, 
South Africa

#611 0:27:29

Travel with Lindsay and Tara through South Africa`s Garden Route and watch 
as they bravely jump from the infamous Bloukrans Bridge, officially recognized 
as the world`s highest Bungy jump!

Get Out! #612: Botlierskop, 
South Africa

#612 0:24:28

Join Lindsay and the Get Out crew as they head to Botlierskop private game 
reserve for an adventurous 4x4 safari, and get up close and personal with the 
resident Elephants for a wild ride.

Get Out! #613: Observatory, 
South Africa

#613 0:26:54

Catch up to Tara and Saria as they head check out the city of Observatory to 
see what kind of trouble they can get into at Rock City.

Get Out! #701: Panama City, 
Panama

#701 0:27:24

Lindsay and the Get Out! girls head down to Panama to party it up and do 
modeling jobs, the girls check out the sites of Panama City while Lindsay 
heads to an urban photo shoot, later they meet up for some major club action.

Get Out! #702: Colon, 
Panama

#702 0:27:20

Lindsay and her friends head to the Colon region, while Johanna stays for a 
shoot. The girls go for a jungle lake kayak tour, have some pool time, and try 
their luck at the tables.

Get Out! #703: Lake Gatun, 
Panama

#703 0:27:29

Follow Lindsay and her friends to the lake region of the Panama Canal.  
Brooke works a super hot photo shoot at the pool, while the other girls have a 
day off to experience an adventurous zip line over the Panama Canal lake.
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Get Out! #704: Farallon, 
Panama

#704 0:26:48

Lindsay and the Get Out! girls head to the beautiful Panamanian beaches for 
some major water action. Vane heads out for a super sexy print shoot and the 
girls chill out for a sunset drink.

Get Out! #705: Playa Blanca, 
Panama

#705 0:26:55

Join Lindsay, Johanna and their friends for some party action at Playa Blanca, 
horseback rides and a hot beach photo shoot.

Get Out! #706: Coronado, 
Panama

#706 0:23:39

Lindsay and the Get Out! girls head to Coronado where Lindsay gets the 
wildest equestrian adventure of her life and Amanda goes on a revealing 
shoot.

Get Out! #707: Playa 
Coronado, Panama

#707 0:23:28

Lindsay and Johanna play it up at a super penthouse at the beach and Lindsay 
has a photo shoot to remember.

Get Out! #708: Santa Clara, 
Panama

#708 0:24:51

Join Lindsay and the Get Out! girls as they head down to Santa Clara for a 
little sun and relaxation on a private beach, a beautiful beach shoot, and a 
mischievous boat ride to an uninhabited island just off the coast.

Get Out! #709: El Valle, 
Panama

#709 0:25:53

Travel to the magical city of El Valle with Lindsay and her friends for a wild zip 
line through the jungle, a raucous rope swing adventure, and a playa 
Panamanian photo shoot to remember. 

Get Out! #710: Gamboa, 
Panama

#710 0:25:37

Watch as the Get Out! girls travel to the lush rainforest of Gamboa to explore 
the canopy, come face to face with some of the local animals, and head out on 
a pontoon spa.

Get Out! #711: Chagres 
River, Panama

#711 0:25:33

Travel to the Chagres River of the Panama Canal as the Get Out! girls head 
out to fish the Chagres and encounter a troupe of tropical monkeys.

Get Out! #712: San Carlos, 
Panama

#712 0:24:11

Grab your suntan location and join the girls of Get Out! As they hit the crystal 
blue waters of the pacific beaches of Panama for an ATV adventure on the 
sand and a sexy beach photo shoot. 

Get Out! #713: Isla Taboga, 
Panama

#713 0:24:11

Watch as the Get Out! girls explore the serene island of flowers on the pacific 
coast of Panama and experience a crazed photo shoot to remember.

Get Out! #801: Banderas 
Bay, Mexico

#801 0:27:31

Lindsay and her friends head out to Banderas Bay for a high speed America`s 
Cup yacht race, Keltie works a beachside photo shoot, and the girls chill at hip 
Nikki Beach Club.

Get Out! #802: Las Palmas, 
Mexico

#802 0:27:33

The Get Out! girls head to the jungles beyond the village of Las Palmas for a 
90ft high canopy tour, repel and zip line.  Naureen works a sunset photo shoot, 
and the girls settle a bet with tequila shots.

Get Out! #803: Las Caletas, 
Mexico

#803 0:26:37

Lindsay and the Get Out! girls head to the remote coastal area of Las Caletas 
to chill out in a hip casita, get a little exercise and some fun in the sun. 

Get Out! #804:  Sierra 
Madres, Mexico

#804 0:27:22

The Get Out! girls take a ride to a traditional Mexican Village deep inside the 
Sierra Madres, Katie works a shoot and the girls enjoy a beachside fireworks 
dinner.  

Get Out! #805:  Marietta's 
Islands, Mexico

#805 0:25:49

The girls head out on a treacherous boat ride to explore remote islands while 
Lindsay stays on shore for a beach photo shoot.  

Get Out! #806:  Puerto 
Vallarta, Mexico

#806 0:27:10

The girls take a day to chill on the beaches of Puerto Vallarta; tequila shots, 
horseback rides, volleyball, and parasail.  

Get Out! #807: Manzanillo, 
Mexico

#807 0:25:56

The Get Out! girls explore Manzanillo and then Jeanine heads out for a wild 
paraglide over the cliffs of the Pacific while Jasmine has a photo shoot.

Get Out! #808: Colima, 
Mexico

#808 0:28:00

The girls hike the Colima Volcano and rappel into an ancient volcanic crater, 
Jessica has a photo shoot.
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Get Out! #809: Pizota, 
Mexico

#809 0:27:31

Lindsay and her friends hike into the jungles of Mexico for survival training in 
the Sierra Madres.

Get Out! #810: Mismaloya 
Beach, Mexico

#810 0:26:06

  The girls check into a high end villa, kayak to Los Arcos and Jet Ski at 
Mismaloya Beach, Brooke heads to the rocks for a sexy photo shoot.  

Get Out! #811: Jalisco Coast, 
Mexico

#811 0:27:51

  Lindsay and her friends head to Verana for a Jungle hike and the girls take a 
sexy Spa, Jeanine has a photo shoot.  

Get Out! #812: Yelapa, 
Mexico

#812 0:25:40

 The Get Out! girls take a boat ride to a secluded beach and explore the town 
of Yelapa and its chilly waterfall. 

Get Out! #813: Costalegre, 
Mexico

#813 0:27:11

The girls head to the Costalegre to check out a super luxe hotel, hit the beach 
for some fun in the sun and then have some cocktails.

Get Out! #901: Co-Host 
Search Los Angeles

#901 0:26:45

Lindsay meets the top ten finalists from the nationwide co-host search and 
greets them at the Rockstar Hollywood Mansion.  Lindsay invites half of the 
girls to go surfing with her, while the other half stays behind for sexy photo 
shoots.

Get Out! #902: Co-Host 
Search Manhattan Beach

#902 0:26:28

 Lindsay puts half of the girls through their paces on the Volleyball Court while 
Gillian, Cora and Jessica stay behind for hot poolside photo shoots, then two 
girls go missing.

Get Out! #903: Co-Host 
Search Malibu

#903 0:25:09

Lindsay takes some of the girls on a paragliding adventure in the Malibu cliffs, 
while the rest stay behind for photo shoot action.

Get Out! #904: Co-Host 
Search Hollywood

#904 0:26:50

: Photo shoot action and paragliding adventures continue as the eight 
remaining girls are put through their paces, then Lindsay determines which six 
girls will remain and what two girls will get cut.

Get Out! #905: Co-Host 
Search Las Vegas

#905 0:26:17

Lindsay takes the six remaining girls out to Las Vegas and Red Rock for some 
club and rock climbing action, then cuts three girls, leaving three remaining 
finalists.

Get Out! #906: Co-Host 
Search Cabo San Lucas

#906 0:26:54

The remaining three finalists fly down to Mexico and head out for some crazy 
nightclub antics, then meet up with their surprise guest judge for some canopy 
adventures.

Get Out! #907: Co-Host 
Search Miraflores, Mexico

#907 0:26:43

  The remaining finalists with surprise guest judge Jesse Jane battle the heat in 
the desert of Baja for some intense rock climbing and zip lining adventures.

Get Out! #908: Co-Host 
Search San Jose Del Cabo

#908 0:26:44

The three finalists enjoy some action adventures in the Pacific Ocean, then 
head back for the final decision from Lindsay on who will be the next co-host of 
Get Out!

Get Out! #909: Poipu Beach, 
Kauai

#909 0:27:00

Lindsay, Brooke, and the winner of the nationwide co-host search arrive in 
Kauai.  Lindsay heads out for some surfing while the girls fly over the cliffs of 
Kauai in Ultralights.

Get Out! #910: Princeville 
Ranch, Kauai

#910 0:25:00

 The Get Out! girls head out on horseback then hook up later for some 
Hawaiian cocktails.

Get Out! #911: Hanamaulu, 
Kauai

#911 0:26:53

 The Get Out! girls get wet on a crazy tube ride through the mountains of Kauai 
then Brooke heads down to the beach for a sexy photo shoot.

Get Out! #912: Koloa, Kauai #912 0:25:56

Lindsay and the Get Out! girls try their hand at spear fishing, then take a 
muddy ride to remember and cool themselves off in a tropical waterfall.

Get Out! #913: Napali Coast, 
Kauai

#913 0:26:59

The Get Out! girls take a spectacular catamaran trip up the Napali Coast then 
learn then Hula, Hawaiian style.
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Get Out! #1001: Bora Bora #1001 0:26:55

Join the Get Out! girls as they fly into Tahiti!  Lindsay heads out to explore the 
beautiful island of Bora Bora, while Katie B. and Cherie stay on the island side 
in a gorgeous bungalow and have a sunset photo shoot.

Get Out! #1002: Papenoo 
Valley, Tahiti

#1002 0:25:00

Lindsay and Dana head out on an all-terrain adventure through Papenoo 
Valley for a tour and a skinny dip, while Katie C. and Cherie hang back for 
tropical photo shoots.

Get Out! #1003: Fautaua 
Valley, Tahiti

#1003 0:26:13

Cherie heads out for an all-out jungle trek, while Lindsay and Dana work 
beachside photo shoots.

Get Out! #1004: Faaa, Tahiti

#1004 0:26:49
Lindsay and Dana head out for some jet skiing action, a snorkel tour and 
beachside cocktails, while Katie C. and Cherie work magical photo shoots.

Get Out! #1005: Papeete, 
Tahiti

#1005 0:24:44

Cherie gets a tour of the island while Katie B. and Lindsay pose for sexy 
Tahitian shoots.

Get Out! #1006: Mahina, 
Tahiti

#1006 0:26:27

Cherie and Katie C. head out on a surf adventure to tackle the waves of the 
South Pacific, while Katie B. and Lindsay head their separate ways for exotic 
photo shoots.

   Get Out! #1007: Arue, 
Tahiti

#1007 0:26:50

Lindsay and Cherie check into a beachside resort, Lindsay chills at the Spa 
and Katie C. has a magic hour glistening shoot.

Get Out! #1008: Parc 
Naturel, Tahiti

#1008 0:25:30

Brooke heads out to the Rainforest for an ATV Safari, while Cherie takes to 
lava sand for an unbelievable photo shoot.

   Get Out! #1009: Moorea, 
Tahiti

#1009 0:25:46

Camille heads to the magic island of Moorea as the rest of the Get Out! girls 
work beachside photo shoots.

  Get Out! #1010:Toahiva, 
Moorea 

#1010 0:26:09

The Get Out! girls take on an extreme climb to the top of Toahiva Mountain, 
then rappel down the side in one crazy adventure.

   Get Out! #1011: 
Huahine,Tahiti

#1011 0:25:12

Camille explores the enchanted island of Huahine, while Lindsay shoots 
swimwear in Tahiti.

     Get Out! #1012: Papetoai, 
Moorea 

#1012 0:24:15

The Get Out! girls go scuba diving in the Polynesian splendor off the coast of 
Moorea.

Get Out! #1013:            Pirae, 
Tahiti  

#1013 0:24:35

The Get Out! girls enjoy spectacular South Pacific beaches for a steamy bikini 
photo shoot finale! You don't want to miss this!

Get Out! #1101: Long Bay, 
Antigua

#1101 0:25:47

Travel with Cherie and Lindsay as they head to the turquoise waters of the 
South Caribbean to swim with the Stingrays, Angela heads out to Kayak Bird 
Island, and Choice gets dirty in a steamy sand photo shoot.

Get Out! #1102: St. Johns, 
Antigua

#1102 0:23:30

Lindsay gets a motorcycle tour of Antigua, while Angela explores on her own, 
and Carrie stars in a revealing sandy photo shoot.

Get Out! #1103: 
Christiansted, St. Croix

#1103 0:25:37

Follow the Get Out! girls to the U.S. Virgin Islands, where Lindsay gets an ATV 
tour of St. Croix, while Cherie and Angela head out to Buck island.

Get Out! #1104: 
Frederiksted, St. Croix

#1104 0:26:55

Lindsay sets out to the tropical waters for some Jet Ski action, and try’s some 
local rum, while Cherie and Angela explore underwater as they snorkel coral 
reefs, Paula has a sexy shoot.

Get Out! #1105: Old San 
Juan, Puerto Rico

#1105 0:25:01

Lindsay and Cherie head out to the waves, and then take the Get Out! girls for 
a night on the town in old San Juan. Cassandra has a photo shoot to 
remember.
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Get Out! #1106: Philipsburg, 
St. Maartan

#1106 0:26:07

Lindsay and Angela travel by speed boat to the French side of the island while 
Cherie takes a Rhino tour of St. Maartan.

Get Out! #1107: Marigot, St. 
Martin

#1107 0:26:06

 Follow the Get Out! crew as Lindsay and Angela tour downtown Marigot, 
Cherie gets a tropical horseback tour of the island.

Get Out! #1108: Anguilla #1108 0:26:25

Lindsay and Angela head off to explore the island of Anguilla and pristine 
Prickly Pear Beach, while Amanda and Cassandra shoot.

Get Out! #1109: Soufries, St. 
Lucia

#1109 0:26:04

Angela and Lindsay tour the twin Pitons of Soufries while Cherie explores 
Pigeon Island and Andrea shoots tropical Style.

Get Out! #1110: Castries, St. 
Lucia

#1110 0:27:00

Travel with Get Out! girls as Angela and Lindsay dip into a tropical waterfall in 
the tropical rainforest, and Cherie heads out to the sea for a treacherous 
Parasail.

Get Out! #1111: Bridgetown, 
Barbados

#1111 0:26:45

Follow the Get Out! crew as Lindsay and Angela go snorkeling with Sea 
Turtles and Cherie takes a tropical Zip Line, Sindy hangs back for a Caribbean 
town shoot.

Get Out! #1112: Highland, 
Barbados

#1112 0:26:02

 Lindsay and Angela head to the highlands of Barbados, while Gabriella has a 
parish style photo shoot and Cherie tours the old town port.

Get Out! #1113: Vieques #1113 0:27:09

Travel with Cherie as she heads out for a mis-adventurous attempt to go 
Horseback riding, and Lindsay whoops it up on a beautiful parasail.

 Get Out! #1201: I'm in 
Miami, Chick  

#1201 0:26:40

Cara and Brittany head to Miami for a speed boat tour as Romie shoots in the 
tall grasses.

Get Out! #1202: Key West, 
Florida 

#1202 0:25:33

The Get Out! girls head to a shark tour off the coast, then check out the bars in 
Key West.

Get Out! #1203: South 
Beach, Florida 

#1203 0:24:45

The girls head to the bars of South Beach, Talor takes a Segway tour, and 
Nikki has a photo shoot.

 Get Out! #1204: Pimento 
Hill, Jamaica 

#1204 0:26:29

The girls head to an exclusive private villa in Jamaica and take a jungle zip 
line, while Natasha has a stunning beach shoot.

   Get Out! #1205: Montego 
Bay, Jamaica 

#1205 0:26:36

The Get Out! girls check out a Jamaican tropical waterfall, while Ali heads to 
the beach for a spectacular shoot.

Get Out! #1206: Cable 
Beach, Bahamas 

#1206 0:25:52

Cara heads out for some water sport adventure on stunning Cable Beach and 
Erin has a sexy photo shoot.

 Get Out! #1207: Blue 
Lagoon Island, Bahamas 

#1207 0:24:16

The Get Out! girls swim with dolphins while Ashley and Lorena have revealing 
tropical shoots.

Get Out! #1208: Paradise 
Island, Bahamas 

#1208 0:24:13

The girls explore the ultra-chic Paradise Island, while Cielo heads to a tropical 
shoot.

Get Out! #1209: Compass 
Point, Bahamas 

#1209 0:24:00

Cara checks out the native wildlife while Emely and Jamie head to beach 
shoots.

Get Out! #1210: Nassau, 
Bahamas 

#1210 0:26:24

Cara tours Nassau to savor the local cuisine, while Melissa and Cielo have 
sultry beach shoots.
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Get Out! #1211: Stuart 
Coves, Bahamas 

#1211 0:25:35

The Get Out! girls head to the famed Stuart Coves for an underwater diving 
adventure.

Get Out! #1212: Love Beach, 
Bahamas 

#1212 0:26:24

The Get Out! crew enjoys drinks beachside, while Ashley has a steamy photo 
shoot.

Get Out! #1213: Smuggler's 
Point, Bahamas

#1213 0:24:12

The girls have fun on the white sand beaches of Smuggler's Point and pose in 
multiple photo shoots.


